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The longevit eld is ustling ut still fragmented, and the “silver tsunami” is
coming.
That is the takeawa of The cience of Longevit, the ehemoth rst volume of
a four-part series o ering a ird’s-ee view of the longevit industr in 2017.
The report, a joint production of the iogerontolog Research Foundation,
Deep Knowledge Life cience, Aging Analtics Agenc, and
Longevit.International, snthesizes the growing arra of academic and
industr ventures related to aging, healthspan, and everthing in etween.
This is huge, not onl in scale ut also in amition. The report, totall worth a
read here, will e followed  four additional volumes in 2018, covering topics
ranging from the usiness side of longevit ventures to nancial sstems to
potential tensions etween life extension and religion.
And that’s just the rst step. The team hopes to pulish updated versions of
the report annuall, giving scientists, investors, and regulator agencies an
eas wa to keep their nger on the longevit pulse.
“In 2018, ‘aging’ remains an unnamed adversar in an undeclared war. For all
intents and purposes it is mere astraction in the ees of regulator authorities
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worldwide,” the authors write.
That needs to change.
People often arrive at the eld of aging from disparate areas with wildl
diverse opinions and strengths. The report compiles these individual e orts at
cracking aging into a sstematic resource—a “periodic tale” for longevit that
clearl las out emerging trends and promising interventions.
The ultimate goal? A gloal framework serving as a road map to guide the
urgeoning industr. With such a framework in hand, academics and industr
alike are nall poised to petition the kind of large-scale investments and
regulator changes needed to tackle aging with a uni ed front.

Infographic depicting man of the ke research hus and non-pro ts within the eld of geroscience.
Image Credit: Longevit.International

The Aging Gloe
The gloal population is rapidl aging. And our medical and social sstems
aren’t read to handle this oncoming “silver tsunami.”
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Take the medical eld. Man age-related diseases such as Alzheimer’s lack
e ective treatment options. Others, including high lood pressure, stroke, lung
or heart prolems, require continuous medication and monitoring, placing
enormous strain on medical resources.
What’s more, ecause disease risk rises exponentiall with age, medical care
for the elderl ecomes a game of whack-a-mole: curing an individual disease
such as cancer onl increases health lifespan  two to three ears efore
another one hits.
That’s wh in recent ears there’s een increasing support for turning the
focus to the root of the prolem: aging. Rather than tackling individual
diseases, geroscience aims to add health ears to our lifespan—extending
“healthspan,” so to speak.
Despite this relative consensus, the eld still faces a roadlock. The U FDA
does not et recognize aging as a ona de disease. Without such a
designation, scientists are anned from testing potential interventions for
aging in clinical trials (that said, man have used alternate measures such as
age-related iomarkers or Alzheimer’s smptoms as a prox).
Luckil, the FDA’s stance is set to change. The promising anti-aging drug
metformin, for example, is alread in clinical trials, examining its e ect on a
variet of age-related smptoms and diseases. This report, and others to
follow, ma help push progress along.
“It is critical for investors, policmakers, scientists, NGOs, and in uential
entities to prioritize the amelioration of the geriatric world scenario and
recognize aging as a critical matter of gloal economic securit,” the authors
sa.

iomedical Gerontolog
The causes of aging are complex, stuorn, and not all clear.
ut the report las out two main streams of intervention with alread promising
results.
The rst is to understand the root causes of aging and stop them efore
damage accumulates. It’s like meddling with cogs and other inner workings of
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a clock to slow it down, the authors sa.
The report las out several treatments to keep an ee on.
Geroprotective drugs is a ig one. Often repurposed from drugs alread on the
market, these traditional small molecule drugs target a wide variet of
metaolic pathwas that pla a role in aging. Think anti-oxidants, antiin ammator, and drugs that mimic caloric restriction, a proven wa to extend
healthspan in animal models.
More exciting are the emerging technologies. One is nanotechnolog.
Nanoparticles of caron, “uck-alls,” for example, have alread een shown
to ght viral infections and dangerous ion particles, as well as stimulate the
immune sstem and extend lifespan in mice (though others question the
validit of the results).
lood is another promising, if surprising, fountain of outh: recent studies
found that molecules in the lood of the oung rejuvenate the heart, rain, and
muscles of aged rodents, though man of these ndings have et to e
replicated.

Rejuvenation iotechnolog
The second approach is repair and maintenance.
Rather than meddling with inner clockwork, here we force ack the hands of a
clock to set it ack. The main example? tem cell therap.
This tpe of approach would especiall ene t the rain, which harors small,
scattered numers of stem cells that deplete with age. For neurodegenerative
diseases like Alzheimer’s, in which neurons progressivel die o , stem cell
therap could in theor replace those lost cells and mend those roken
circuits.
Once a lue-sk idea, the discover of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPCs),
where scientists can turn skin and other mature cells ack into a stem-like
state, hugel propelled the eld into near realit. ut to date, stem cells haven’t
een widel adopted in clinics.
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It’s “a toolkit of highl innovative, highl invasive technologies with clinical trials
still a great man ears o ,” the authors sa.
ut there is a silver lining. The oom in 3D tissue printing o ers an alternative
approach to stem cells in replacing aging organs. Recent investment from the
Methuselah Foundation and other institutions suggests interest remains high
despite still eing a was from mainstream use.

A Disruptive Future
“We are nall eginning to see an industr emerge from mankind’s attempts
to make sense of the iological chaos,” the authors conclude.
Looking through the trends, the identi ed several technologies rapidl
gaining steam.
One is arti cial intelligence, which is alread used to olster drug discover.
Machine learning ma also help identif new longevit genes or ring
personalized medicine to the clinic ased on a patient’s records or iomarkers.
Another is senoltics, a class of drugs that kill o “zomie cells.” Over 10
prospective candidates are alread in the pipeline, with some expected to
enter the market in less than a decade, the authors sa.
Finall, there’s the ig gun—gene therap. The treatment, unlike others
mentioned, can directl target the root of an patholog. With a snip (or a
swap), genetic tools can turn o damaging genes or switch on ones that
promote a outhful pro le. It is the most preventative technolog at our
disposal.
There have alread een some success stories in animal models. Using gene
therap, rodents given a oost in telomerase activit, which lengthens the
protective caps of DNA strands, live healthier for longer.
“Although it is the prospect farthest from widespread implementation, it ma
ultimatel prove the most in uential,” the authors sa.
Ultimatel, can we stop the silver tsunami efore it strikes?
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Perhaps not, the authors sa. ut we do have defenses: the technologies
outlined in the report, though still immature, could one da stop the oncoming
tidal wave in its tracks.
Now we just have to ring them out of the la and into the real world. To push
the transition along, the team launched Longevit.International, an online
meeting ground that unites various stakeholders in the industr.
 providing scientists, entrepreneurs, investors, and polic-makers a platform
for learning and discussion, the authors sa, we ma nall generate enough
drive to implement our defenses against aging. The war has egun.
Read the report in full here, and watch out for others coming soon here. The
second part of the report pro les 650 (!!!) longevit-focused research hus,
non-pro ts, scientists, conferences, and literature.
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